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loss increased (table 4). The magnitude of the change in NVC 
between 50 and 90 percent basal area loss for a given precipi- 
tation class and aspect was similar to that between 90 and 100 
percent basal area loss. Net value increased more than $20 per 
acre (at a 4 percent discount rate) for all analysis units with 100 
percent basal area loss. 

Net value change for sedinient production was detri~ncntal 
(positive) for all analysis units but was always less than $.01 per 
acre, because the per-unit value of sediment is so low ($7 per 
thousand tons). Net value changes for fire-caused sediment pro- 
duction are not included because of these extremely snrall value 
changes. 

The economic impact of increased sediment production after 
fire is small, even if the fire is large and severe and includes 
salvage logging. Net value change caused by increased sediment 
is insignificant compared with that caused by increased water 
yield. Small increases in postfire sediment production may have 
some local impacts, such as temporary damage to fish habitat. 
Although this kind of damage is poorly quantified and difficult 
to assess with an economic analysis, minimization of damage to 
fish habitat by sediment may have a greater influence on man- 
agement decisions in some cases than do economic criteria. Rel- 
ative increases in sediment production (table 3) may be used to 
assist in these management decisions. 

Fires that are severe enough to kill at least half of the basal 
area in a stand can cause substantial increases in water yield 
(table 2) and some relatively large beneficial net value changes 
(tnble 4). A postfire management decision to remove additional 
timber in a salvage logging operation results in an even greater 
net value change. Increased water yield in areas used for com- 
mercial timber production can offset possible losses in the value 
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An analytical system can be used to estimate nonsite-specific 
postfire changes in water resource outputs at a broad level of 
resolution appropriate for planning. We used well-documented, 
state-of-the-art procedures to estimate these changes rather than 
develop a new untested system. Greater confidence in estimates 
can be obtained only with a case-by-case analysis. We have also 
indicated possible adjustments to our estimates that would permit 
a greater level of site specificity. The water and sediment yield 
models are both readily available and can be used directly if 
greater resolution is necessary. 

Water yield increases after fire are affected greatly by the 
amount of basal area killed by fire and removed by salvage log- 
ging. This increase is greatest in the year immediately after fire 
and decreases exponentially during a 25-year postfire period. 
This increase can be up to 0.4 acre-ftlacre in the first year after 
fire and 3.1 acre-ftlacre for the 25-year period (tnble 2). 

Fire had a relatively small effect on sediment production, even 
if there was a postfire timber harvest. The increase in sediment 
was greatest in the year after the fire and decreased during a 5- 
year postfire period. Maximum sediment production in absolute 
terms was only 181 ton~/mi'/~r (428 tonnes/km2/yr), although 
increase over natural yield was as high as 284 percent. The great- 
est increases in sediment yield were calculated for analysis units 
with steep slopes and large fires. 

The economic benefits of increased water yield are directly 
proportional to the quantity of water produced. Although water 
is not valued as highly in the northem Rocky Mountains as it is 
in other regions of the country, estimated postfire net value 
change was as high as $33 per acre. This benefit of fire should 
be considered with benefits and losses for other resources in cal- 
culating total net value change for various fire management sit- 
uations. Increased sediment production is detrimental but the 
predicted loss of net value is small. The net value change esti- 
mates in this paper allow resource managers to mnke decisions 
on the basis of economic criteria. Environmental impacts such 
as damage to fish habitat From sediment may outweigh economic 
considerations in some cases. Estimates of sediment production 
reported here can be used to make decisions based on physical 
output changes. 

We recommend using estimates reported in this paper for plan- 
ning and other broad resolution applications only. The estimates 
may have some value for postfire impact assessment and escaped 
fire situation analyses, but should be used cautiously for such 
site-specific purposes. Users should be aware of the basic struc- 
ture and assumptions of the water and sediment yield models 
before applying these estimates to any management situation. 
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sitespecific water and sediment yield models were adapted to 
meet broad resolution planning objectives. 

In a study of fire-induced changes in watersheds in the north- 
ern Rocky Mountains, two simulation nnodels were applied. Pro- 
cedures from Water Resources Evaluation of Nonpoint 
Silvicultural Sources (WRENSS) estimated water yield, and a 
closely related model estimated four major components of sed- 
iment yield-natural sediment, sedi~nent from nianagement- 
induced Inass erosion, sediment from management-induced sur- 
face erosion, and sedi~iient delivery. Computerized versions of 
the models were used to estimate postfire water yield for 18 pos- 
sible management cases and poslfire sediment yield for 81 cases. 
Net value change of water resources was calculated with in- 
vestment analysis. 

Water yield was most affected by basal m a  loss; the greater 
the loss, the greater the relative increase in water yield. Water 
yield increased over natuml yield, however, only if fire or sal- 
vage logging or both removed greater than 50 percent of stand 
basal area. 

F i e  hod a relatively small effect on sediment production in 
most cases. Increases were relatively large only for fires with 
large areas. Natural sediment yield increased ~nnore than did man- 
agement-induced sediment yield. Postfire sediment increases 
were severe only on sites with steep slopes and large fires. 

Increased water yields resulted in a beneficial net value change 
for all cases. Benefits were substantial (up to $33.42 per acre or 
$80.21 per hectare) in some cases and were less than $5 per acre 
($12 per hectare) oiily in some cases with 50 percent basal area 
loss. Net value change was increasingly negative as basal area 
loss increased. Net value change for sediment yield was detri- 
mental for all cases, but was always less than $.01 per acre 6 0 2  
per hectare). 

Table 3-Esri,,cared sediment yield I year aflerfirr by a,zolysis anir, slto,vbig separate co,,rribstio,zs f r m  j r e ,  roorls, and salvage' logg6rg. rrortl~rr~ Rocky 
Moa,,rai?~s- ro,tri,zued 
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(6) 

Natural 

No 53.8 .6 17.3 
Yes 53.8 .6 17.3 
No 53.8 8.3 0 
No 53.8 8.3 17.3 
Yes 53.8 8.3 17.3 
No 53.8 73.0 0 
No 53.8 73.0 17.3 
Yes 53.8 73.0 17.3 
No 17.9 -- 0 
No 17.9 -- 8.3 
Yes 17.9 -- 8.3 
No 17.9 .6 0 
No 17.9 .6 8.3 
Yes 17.9 6 8.3 
No 17.9 8.3 0 
No 17.9 8.3 8.3 
Yes 17.9 8.3 8.3 
No 35.6 .6 0 
No Yes 35.6 35.6 .6 12.8 

.6 12.8 
No 35.6 3.2 0 
No 35.6 3.2 12.8 
Yes 35.6 3.2 12.8 
No 35.6 30.7 0 

(10) 
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(5) 
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(1) 
Annual 

precipitation 
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(7) 

Fire 

Water yield and sediment production almost always increase 
after wildfire has destroyed vegetative cover. The value of water 
generally is not as much appreciated in the water-rich nosthem 
Rocky Mountains as it is elsewhere. Increased watel- yield be- 
comes economically beneficial, however, when its potential for 
consuniptive and nonconsumptive uses is realized. Whether the 
effects of increased sedilinentation ate esthetic, biological, phys- 
ical, or economic, they are usually detrimental. 

Fire management programs lor the National Forests are rc- 
quired to be an integral part of land lnianagement planning. Man- 
agers must be able to estimate postfire changes in resource 
outputs and values within the context of a plticular fire man- 
agement program. The quantity of additional water and sediment 
prodi~ced is a function of fire characteristics and site-specific fac- 
tors: vegetation, climate, and physical characteristics. Planning, 
however, requires a broad resolution analysis system. Therefore, 
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Roads 

Yes Yes 76.2 .6 17.3 .. 17.9 94.1 23 
380 No No 76.2 8.3 0 0 8.3 84.5 I I 

Yes No 76.2 8.3 17.3 0 25.6 101.8 33 
Yes Ycs 76.2 8.3 17.3 1.3 26.9 103.1 35 

2800 No No 76.2 73.0 0 0 73.0 149.2 96 
Yes No 76.2 73.0 17.3 0 90.3 166.5 119 
Yes Yes 76.2 73.0 17.3 14.7 105.0 181.2 138 

(9) 

Logging 

(3) 
Fire 
size 

7 1 
72 
73 
74 

them (Cline 1982). Simple multiplication can be used to adjust 
the management-induced sediment ( f a b l e  3) for other rock types. 
To adjust the prediction to hard sedimentary rocks, multiply by 
1.25; to soft sedinnentary rock or schist, multiply by 1.75; to 
granitics, multiply by 2.5. 

(4) 

Roads 

Yes No 35.6 30.7 12.8 0 43.5 79.1 122 
Yes Yes 35.6 30.7 12.8 11.5 55.0 90.6 154 

90 30 No No 76.2 .6 0 0 .6 76.8 I 
Yes No 76.2 .6 17.3 0 17.9 94.1 23 

Net Value Change of Water Resources 

Increased water yields resulted in a beneficial (negative) net 
value change for all analysis units ( tab le  4). Net value change 
was proportional to the physical change in water yield ( f a b l e  2). 
Benefits were substantial in some cases, and were less than $5 
per acre only in some analysis units with 50 percent basal area 
loss. The largest increase in value was $33.42 per acre (at a 4 
percent discount rate) for an analysis unit with high rainfall, north 
aspect, and 100 percent basal area loss. The most important trend 
was that net value change was increasingly negative as basal area 

Total Yield Increases 
Adding the adjisred management induced sediment to the nat- 

ural sediment (column 10 plus column 6, t a b l e  3) provides an 
adjlrsted total (column I I) that would then provide an adjusted 
increase over natural sediment yield (column 12). 
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Figure 1-WATBAL is a complex model that simulates water available 
for streamflow in snow-dominated hydrologic regimes. Snow retention 
coefficients are from WRENSS documentation (U.S. Dep. Agric., Forest 
Serv. 1980). 

cases or at~alysis units in terms of watershed characteristics, fire 
damage, and management decisions: 

m r  
Slope, percent 

Aspect 

Covcr type 

Cover type age class 

Annual precipitation, inches (cm) 

Fire size, acres (ha) 

Basal ares loss, percent 

Roads 

Sslvagc lagging 

60 
90 

Nonh 
South 
East, west 
Douglas-fir 
Ponderosa pine 
Westem white pine 
Fir-spmce 
Hcmlack-Sitka 

spruce 
Larch 
Lodgepole pine 
Sawtimbcr 
Pale 
Seedlingisupling 

15 (38) 
30 (76) 
45 (114) 

50 
90 

100 
Present 
Absent 
Yes 
No 

Three slope classes describe gentle, moderate, and steep 
slopes, because the models require aspecific value for each class. 
Three aspect classes are used: north aspects have low evapo- 
transpiration rates, south aspects have high rates, and east and 
west aspects are combined because they have similar interme- 
diate rates. The seven major timber cover types identified in the 
northem Rocky Mountains are used in the 111odel (Garrison and 
others 1977; U.S. Dep. Agric., Forest Sew. 1967). The cover 
type age class system is that used by the Forest Sewice. Precip- 
itation is an input parameter because of its importance in deter- 
mining water yield. Annual precipitation varies considerably by 
elevation and latitude in the northern Rocky Mountains, and can 
be correlated with these two factors in the context of land man- 
agement planning. Values chosen for classes of annual precip- 
itation generally are representative of precipitation received at 
3000, 4500, and 6000 feet (910, 1360, and 1820 111) elevation 
in the northem Rocky Mountains. The values that represent three 
fire size classes are means within the fire size classes 0-99, 100- 
999, and 1000+ acres (0-41, 42-416, and 417+ ha) for the 
northem Rocky Mountains during 1970 to 1981 (Branen 1983). 
Roads and salvage logging can affect the quantity of postfire sed- 
iment production; assumptions related to the effect of road den- 
sity and salvage logging are discussed in the section on sediment 
yield. The many other assumptions and decision rules required 
in the watershed models are discussed in the following sections 
on the water yield and sediment yield models. 

Table 2-E.srirnuled ,rattrrul ixarer yicld. rrrtd rornl itrcrecrses irt t$,oter yield I ar8rl25 yenrs 
[(rerjire, by rrna!pris nnir. rzorrllent Rock? More~nr i ,~ .~  

Analysis 
unit - 

90 2.296 0.170 7 1.428 
100 2.296 0.292 13 2.456 

South 50 2.104 0.097 5 0.821 
90 2.104 0.217 I0 1.822 

The largest increase in water yield was calculated for analysis 
unit 12, a site with high precipitation, north aspect, and 100 per- 
cent of basal area removed (table 2). Analysis units with high 
precipitation had higher water yields than did their low precip- 
itation countetparts. Analysis units with north aspects had higher 
water yields than did units on south and east-west aspects for a 
given precipitation class and basal area loss. 

Analysis unit parameters 

Possible Adjustments 
Annual precipitation in the northem Rocky Mountains varies 

with latitude and elevation. The water yield estimates (table 2) 
are generally representative of mid-elevation and higher eleva- 
tion timber harvest zones. However, water yield estimates !nay 
be needed for other precipitation levels. The model estimates 
water yield increases that are nearly linear with precipitation in- 
creases above a minimum level of precipitation (Williams and 
Daddow 1984). Therefore, natural water yield estimates (table 
2) may be adjusted by approximately 0.4 acre-Ft per 5-inch pre- 
cipitation increment. 

Adjusting postfire increases in water yield to a different pre- 
cipitation class is difficult due to nonlinear functions used in the 
model. However, increases in first-year postfire percentage are 
reasonably consistent in given aspect and basal area loss classes. 
Water yield increases for a different precipitation class can be 
approximated by sitnply multiplying an adjtfsted natural water 
yield by the appropriate (basal area loss and aspect class) per- 
centage increase (table 2). 

Total 25-year water yield increases are determined by inte- 
grating an exponential function over a 25-year recovely period. 
A simple algorithm multiplies the first-year postfire increase by 
8.0. Acljrrsted total 25-year water yield may be determined in a 

itrclzcs pcr onr$~/or?r prr rrrrelf,/ocrc 
30 Nonh 50 1.420 0.015 1 0.126 

90 1.420 0.140 10 1.250 
100 1.420 0.267 19 2.241 

East-west 50 1.218 0.047 4 0.393 
90 1.218 0.143 12 1.204 

100 1.218 0.247 20 2.073 
South 50 0.986 0.087 9 0.729 

90 0.986 0.187 19 1.365 
100 0.986 0.287 29 2.409 

45 North 50 2.497 0.045 2 0.378 
90 2.497 0.212 8 1.781 

100 2.497 0.372 15 3.075 
East-west 50 2.296 0.053 2 0.450 

Annual 
piccipitation 

Water yicld 

similar manner by multiplying adjusted first-year postfire in- 
crease by 8.0. 

Neerai 

Total Yield Increases 
The water yield estimates (table 2) are independent of fire size 

class. To estimate total water yield increases, multiply the water 
yields (table 2) by the fire size. We did not use the model to 
predict changes in peak discharge or the timing of peak dis- 
charge. 

Aspect 

Estimates of Posffire Sediment Yield 

Basal 
area 
loss 

I-year 
increase 
postlire 

We estimated sediment yield I year after fire for 81 analysis 
units (3 precipitation classes by 3 slope classes by 3 fire-size 
classes by 3 road-salvage decisions) with WATSIM, a comput- 
erized version of the sediment yield model (Zuuring and Potts, 
1985) (table 3). 

F i e  had a relatively small effect on sediment production in 
most analysis units. Only those analysis units with the largest 
fire size class had relatively large increases in sediment. Salvage 
logging had its greatest effect on the largest fire sizeclass as well, 
but produced relatively small increaqes for all analysis units. Nat- 
ural sediment yield was greater than management-induced sed- 
iment yield (fire plus roads plus logging) in 60 of the 81 analysis 
units (table 3). 

The largest absolute increase in sediment production was cal- 
culated for analysis unit 81, a roaded site with high precipitation, 
90 percent slope, a 2800-acre fire, and salvage logging. The es- 
timated sediment yield of 181.2 tons1mi2lyr is still relatively 
small and decreases rapidly over time. The largest relative in- 

Total 25-ycar 
increase ia 

water yield 



where 
P = per unit value (of water or sediment), measured 

in 1982 dollars 
Q,,,, = yield (of water or sediment) per acre.without fire 

in yearn 
Q,,, = yield (of water or sediment) per acre with fire in 

year n 
i = discount rate 

n = year of transaction 
y = number of years in postfire time stream. 

We assumed that differences in management costs between with- 
fire and without-fire regimes are negligible, and that all physical 
effects of fire are negligible beyond 25 years for water yield and 
5 years for sediment yield. Discount rates of 4 and 10 percent 
were used in this analysis. The USDA Forest Service currently 
uses a 4 percent rate in land management planning, and the fed- 
eral Office of Management and Budget (1972) recommends a 10 
percent rate. Net value change was calculated with SASSY, an 
investment analysis computer package (Cofolth and Mills 1975). 
SASSY performs the calculation in equation 2, given the rot- 
lowing inputs: the timing or investment year of with-fire and 
without-fire water or sediment yields, the yield amount (acre-fti. 
acre for water, tons/mi2 for sediment), price per unit, and dis- 
count rate. 

The per-unit value of water was based on the value calculated 
for Forest Service Region I in the I985 draft Resources Planning 
Act (RPA) Program, $13.50 (1982 dollars) per acre-root of added 
water yield. The value of water is assumed to be equal to the 
marginal utility of the last increment of water in the lowest value 
consumptive use, which is irrigation. Water is used for irl.igation 
only after higher value needs a]-e nmt. Water benefit values are 
those used in RPA (Flank and Beattie 1979). The marginal prod- 
uct of the water input was calculated frotom estin~atcd agriculturi~l 
production functions, but estimated valuc of rcturn How and 
reusc were not included (Frank and Beattie 1979). The use of 
RPA values for the valuation of water yield is currently mandated 
for land management planning on all National Forests. 

Water values can be determined by using ctiteria other than 
the lowest value consumptive use, such as the value of added 
water for the production of electricity (Vaux and Pour-Sanaie 
1983). Water yield values for nine National Forests in the Co- 
lumbia River Basin were weighted by forest acreage to produce 
an average value for the basin. Values ranged frotn $8.58 to 
$53.68 per act*-ft, with a weighted average value of $31.84 
(1980 dollars). Use of this average value obviously would pro- 
duce much higher estimates of econolnic change in water yield 
than would the marginal value. 

Water value can also be calculated as the sum of the values 
for multiple uses. For example, the same increment of water can 
be used for irrigation, hydroelectlic power generation, and mu- 
nicipal consumption. In addition, the use of water for agricultu~~ 
depends on whether water can be made available for irrigation 
at times when it is needed. Although water surpluses are nor- 
mally greatest in spring, demand for irrigation is usually greatest 
in late summer. Availability throughout the year often depends. 

on storage capacity in reservoirs. The value of water is closely 
related to the actual demand for its use; this demand may vary. 

Several methods can be used to calculate water value. Al- 
though we used RPA water values, the net value changes can be 
adjusted with an appropriate multiplier if a different water yield 
value is used. 

The best per-unit values available for sediment production are 
estimates from the 1985 draft RPA Program. Sediment effects 
were tied to the direct impact on other resources or facilities 
(e.g., reservoirs) through damages and opportunity costs. Sev- 
eral studies and reports from different areas in the northern 
Rocky Mountains were categorized and weighted by kinds of 
impacts and land area involved. 

The RPA value or $7 per thousand tons for Forest Service 
Region 1 was used to calculate NVC in equation 2; only the 
increase in sediment caused by fire was included. An increase 
in sediment production after a postfire salvage logging operation 
was attributed to fire, but sediment production due to an existing 
road system was not. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Estimates of Postfire Water Yield 

We estirnated postfire water yield for 18 analysis units (table 
2 )  us ing  t h e  compute r i zed  vers ion o f  W R E N S S ,  
WSDU"'WATER.WET. Co~nplete nlodel documentation and 
sensitivity analysis are available (Williams and Daddow 1984). 

Results are given for a Douglas-fir cover type. With the ex- 
ception of lodgepole pine, all cover types yield similar evapo- 
transpiration modifier coefficients for the three basal area loss 
classes; therefore, postfire water yield increases will be similar. 
If estimates for a lodgepole pine cover type are desired, reduce 
the water yield increases (mble 2) by about 20 percent. 

The general seasonal distribution of annual precipitation used 
in this analysis was 40 percent winter, 40 percent spring, and 20 
percent summer-fall. Winter precipitation conhibutcd most to 
total water yield (Williams and Daddow 1984). The assumed 
distribution should provide valid results for most of the northern 
Rocky Mountains. 

Basal area loss was the most important analysis unit parameter 
that affected water yield because it determines postfire evapo- 
transpiration of a forest stand. The greater the basal area loss, 
the greater was the relative increase in water yield (table 2) .  

i 
Water yield increased over natural yield only if fire or salvage 
logging or both removed greater than 50 percent of stand basal 
area. Increasing basal area loss from 90 to 100 percent produced 
an incremental increase in water yield almost as large as the dif- 
ference between water yield for 50 and 90 percent Losses. 

Water Yield Model 

WRENSS (U.S Dep. Agric., Forest Sew. 1980) procedures 
use two different computer models: PROSPER in rain-domi- 
nated hydrologic regimes (below 4000 feet in the northern Rocky 
Mountains) (Goldstein and others 1974); and WATBAL in 
snow-dominated regimes (Leaf and Brink 1973a. 1973b). Be- 
cause PROSPER has not been used extensively or validated in 
the northern Rocky Mountains, we used procedures from WAT- 
BAL only. 

WATBAL was intended to be a site-specific model, but geo- 
graphic regional coefficients and modifiers "will yield reasonable 
results which are applicable in the respective regions" (U.S. Dep. 
Agric., Forest Sew. 1980, p. 111. 26). The following conventions 
and definitions were assumed for WATBAL m. I): 

Corrditior~ atid silvicr~lt~iral state-The model first estimates 
existing water yield from the burned area. All analysis units are 
assumed to be previously undisturbed and exhibit complete hy- 
drologic utilization. 

Energy aspect-Primary aspects considered are north, south, 
and east-west. While evapotranspiration rates are usually higher 
on west aspects than on east aspects because of greater afternoon 
vapor pressure deficits, the potential shortwave radiation loads 
are the same. These primary aspects are the same as the analysis 
unit classes listed on page 2. 

Silviculrriral pr-escriptiori-Each fire size is assumed to rep- 
resent a unifol~n subwatershed. Changes in water yield are de- 
termined for only the disturbed area. Analysis unit basal area loss 
and salvage decision rules define the silvicultural prescription. 

Seuson-Three predisturbance and postdisturbance hydro- 
logic seasons are used to estimate seasonal evapotranspiration 
and runoff: winter (October I-February 28). spring (March 1- 
June 30). and summer-fall (July ]-September 30). 

Precil~itutio~t-Only two of the analysis unit precipitation 
classes are used in the water yield analysis (30 and 45 inches). 
A generalized monthly distribution of total annual precipitation 
in the northern Rockies was used to form the seasons described 
above. With this distribution, even total vegetation removal 
would not produce significant surplus water for runoff unless an- 
nual precipitation was greater than about 20 inches (508 mm). 
WATBAL assumes that large openings are absent in undisturbed 
stands, and that snow received in the northem Rockies-pmic- 
ularly west of the Continental Divide-is unlikely to undergo 
significant redistribution when disturbance creates openings in a 
stand. Precipitation is not adjusted in either case. 

EvapomnspiratiorI-Seasonal evapotranspiration is deter- 
mined from seasonal precipitation using the regional relation- 
ships provided in WRENSS. 

Cover dcrisity and evapotmns~~irutio~i 1?100$er coejjcie~~fs- 
Cover density is defined by an index that references thecapability 
of the stand to use energy input for evapotranspiration. This ca- 
pability varies as a function of crown closure, vertical foliage 
distribution, species, and stocking. WATBAL assumes that ex- 
isting cover density in the undisturbed state is maximum cover 
density, and that hydrologic utilization is complete. Basal area 
loss in each analysis unit is related to residual cover density using 
regional relationships provided in WRENSS. The ratio of resid- 
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Figure2-Sediment yield at acritical reach of a stream hasseveral com- 
ponents. 

ual cover density to maximum cover density by season, eleva- 
tion, and aspect dete~mines the evapoWanspiration modifier 
coefficient using regional relationships provided in WRENSS. 
Adjusted seasonal evapotranspiration is subtracted from seasonal 
precipitation to determine the seasonal water available for 
streamflow. Seasonal increases or decreases are summed to pro- 
vide the estimate of net water yield change from the disturbed 
area after fire. WATBAL assumes that hydrologic recovery, that 
is, return to complete hydrologic utilization, occurs exponen- 
tially with time over a 25-year period. 

Sediment Yield Model 

The sediment yield model used in Forest Service's Northem 
(R-I) and Intermountain (R-4) Regions (Cline and others 1981, 
p. 1) is a 'konceptual framework which outlines a process and 
is designed to be supplemented by local data. . . . "Its limitations 
and assumptions are clearly documented. At its current state of 
validation, the model can be used as a planning tool to compare 
land management alternatives. 

The sediment yield model estimates four major components: 
( I )  natural sediment yield, (2) sediment from mansgement-in- 
duced mass erosion, (3) sediment froin management-induced 
surface erosion, and (4) sediment delivery (Fg. 2). 

Natural Sediment Yield 
The sediment yield model allows the user to supply estimates 

of natural sediment yield, if available. An alternative procedure 
empirically relates natural sediment yield to a calculated Mass 
Erosion Hazard Rating (MEHR) (U.S. Dep. Agric., Forest Sew. 



1980, ch. 5). The procedure assumes that the predominant mass 
erosion hazard in the northern Rocky Mountains is from debris 
avalanche and debris flow failures. 

Seven weighting factors, each with three classes, are used to 
determine the MEHR for each analysis unit. In order of decreas- 

. . 
mg importance, the factors are these: slope; precipitation; and- 
all least important-soil depth, subsurface drainage, soil texture. 
bedding structure, and slope configuration. MEHR slope weight- 
ing factor classes are the same as the analysis unit slope classes, 
and MEHR precipitation weighting factor classes are the same 
as the analysis unit precipitation classes. The least important 
MEHR weighting factors tend to require the most site-specific 
information. Because the analysis units do not provide this in- 
formation, all were given medium class weights. Therefore, a 
total of nine MEHRs was required to characterize natural sedi- 
ment yield in the given analysis units (three slope classes by three 
precipitation classes). 

Sediment From Management-Induced Mass Erosion 
WRENSS also provides a Management Induced Mass Erosion 

Hazard Rating (MIMEHR) system (U.S. Dep. Agric., Forest 
Setv. 1980, ch. 5). The sediment produced from management- 
induced mass erosion is difficult to quantify. As an approxi- 
mation, we simply added the numerical MIMEHR and MEHR 
values, and detem~ined the incremental sediment increase pre- 
dicted from the empirical MEHR-natural sediment yield rela- 
tionship given in the sediment yield model (Cline and others 
1981). 

Three weighting factors, each with tluee classes, are used to 
determine the management-induced hazard of debris avalanche 
and debris flow failures. In order of importance, these factors 
are (I)  rwads and skidways, (2) vegetative cover removal, and 
(3) harvest systems. The weight of each of these factors is in- 
fluenced by slope, specific nranilgement practices, and the road- 
ing-salvage decisions made for each analysis unit. For example, 
slope greatly influences impacts of high density roading in dis- 
turbed m a s .  Vegetative cover removal is determined by fire in- 
tensity and salvage decisions for a given analysis unit. Slope 
limits specific harvest systems if salvage logging takes place. 
System assumptions concerning road density, fire intensity, and 
salvage logging methods are discussed in the next section. 

Figure 3-Management-induced sulface erosion is a function of erosion 
caused by mads, fire, and logging. 

'Roads include horizonlal dislance from toe of lill to rap of cut. Standard 
16-fiat road is assumcd to have sustained 5-7 percent grade, balanced 
construction. inslapc with d iah ,  native surC;sc, and cross drains at 500-Coot 
spacing. Slandard road is constructed in granitic materials on it 50 percent 
side slope and is 8nvintaincd annually. 

'Stmdard fire is assumed to have burned at high intensity and consumed 
at least 40 percent of standing vegetation. Side slopc is assumed to bc 
approxirnalely 45 percent. 

'A zcro indicntes that erosion is not increased by in #nlanagement practice 
st the given point in lisle. 

k ~ ~ d a r d  logging system is olcarcut with tractor yarding. 'Temporary roads 
and skid trails arc assumed to be cross ditched and seeded as part olsrandard 
logging praclice. 

Sediment From Management-Induced Surface Erosion 
The sediment yield model considers surface erosion and sed- 

inlent production resulting from mads, fire, and logging @g. 3) 
(Cline and others 1981). The surface erosion colnponent was 
desig'ned primarily [ram research conducted on granitic soils on 
the Idaho Batholith. Basic erosion rates are associated with stan- 
dard management practices (table I). 

Basic erosion rates were modified with a geologic erosion fac- 
tor For miscellaneous hard metamorphic rocks (Cline and others 
1981). This linear multiplier is about 0.4. In other words, wc 
assumed that basic erosion rates are 40 percent of the rates on 
granitic soil. Conversely, our seditnent yield estimates can be 
niodilied Tor gtanitic soils with a multiplication faclor of 2.5. 

Additional assumptions of the sediment production model are 
these fig. 3): 

Disturbed area, road-Road density is I mi/mi2 (0.6 kmlkm') 
in areas undisturbed by fire. In disturbed areas, road density is 
2 miimi2 (1.2 km/km2). Analysis unit watersheds are 4.5 mi' 
(11.7 km2); this assumption is discussed in the section on sedi- 
ment delivery. The analysis unit fire size class determines the 
total length of road in a disturbed area; the remaining undisturbed 
area provides the additional road length. The total road disturb- 
ance width (toe of fill to top of cut) is 50 ft (15 m). 

Mifigutimr fc~cfo~; ~und-A number of vegetative and physical 
mitigation rneasures for mad construction have erosion reduction 
percentages associated with them (Cline and others 1981). The 
maximutn allowable reduction of the basic road erosion rates is 
80 percent. We assume 80 percent reduction through a combi- 
nation o l  seed and fertilizer application, and partial road closure 
(no maintenance). 

Lrrr~dio~it slope farro~;/ifir.e a ~ r d  loggi~rg-After fire or logging. 
erosion rates increase more on steeper slopes than they do on 
gentler slopes. Standard side slope is 45 percent. The land unit 
slope factor increases or decreases the basic erosion rates pro- 
portionally by the amount they deviate From the 45 percent slope. 

The analysis unit slope classes produce adjustment factors of 0.6 
(20 pct slope), 1.5 (60 pct) and 2.6 (90 pct). 

Fire intensity factor-All fires burn with medium intensity: 
soil surface litter and humus are destroyed onj up to 40 percent 
of the area, and the A horizon is heated intensely (Clime and 
others 1981). The fire intensity factor is 0.5, in other words, the 
basic erosion rate for the standard fire is reduced by one half. 

Disturbed area, /ire and loggb~g-The analysis unit fire size 
classes determine the area disturbed by fire. If the salvage de- 
cision is made, then the same area is disturbed by logging. 

Loggirrg systeri~ farto,--If timber is salvaged on an analysis 
unit, the disturbed area is clearcut. For the 20 percent slope class, 
the standard tractor logging system is used (factor = 1.0). For 
the two steeper slope classes (60 and 90 pct), a cable logging 
system is used (factor = 0.62). 

Sediment Delivery 
Not all material detached during surface erosion is transported 

to stream channels. The amount that reaches the stream channel 
divided by the amount that was originally detached is called the 
sediment delivery ratio. Sediment delivery is a complex process 
and the sediment yield model uses the WRENSS systematic tech- 
nique for estimating delivery efficiency (U.S. Dep. Agric., For- 
est Serv. 1980, ch. 4). 

The estimation procedure detennines the relative area of a 
polygon formed as a function of eight land characteristics and 
applies this proportion to a conversion cuwe to determine sed- 
iment delivery for a slope class (fig. 4). The land characteristics 
are all site-specific, but the model assu~nptions place all analysis 
units into one of three sediment delivery classes on the basis of 
original analysis unit slope classes. 

Not all material delivered to a stseam channel is transported 
out of a watershed. Efficiency of channel delivery is a functioti 
of the drainage area (Cline and others 1981). The model assumes 
that the analysis-unit watersheds (4.5 mi2 or 11.7 km" have a 
routing coefficient of about 0.75. 

Economic Analysis 

The value of water resources after fire was determined by sub- 
tracting present net value of the resource with fil-e from present 
net value without fire: 

NVC = PNV,/, - PNV,,. (1) 
where 

NVC = net value change per acre burned 
PNV,, = present net value of all future revenues in the 

"without-fire" situation 
PNV, = present net value of all future revenues in the 

"with-fire" situation 
The general form of equation 1 can be expanded to its compu- 
tational lorm: 

PQ,,.,, - NVC = 
I + i)" (I  + i)" 

(2) 
n = ~  ( n = o 

Fiqure 4-Relative areas of eiqht land characteristics that make up a - 
po {gon (al are app eo lo a conversion cdrre lo1 to octerm ne tne sea - 
mcnt delvery maex T n s  mdex s used to calculate !he qJant t y  of ue- 
tached material that reaches a stream channel. Slope shape is a 
dimensionless variable where O=concave, 4=convex. Suriace rough- 
ness is a dimensionless variable where O=smooth, 4=rough. Site spec- 
ificity is a dimensionless variable that expresses relative site specificity 
of a given analysis unit. Variables are discussed in greater detail in the 
WRENSS documentation (U.S. Dep. Agric., Forest Serv. 1980). 



1980, ch. 5). The procedure assumes that the predominant mass 
erosion hazard in the northern Rocky Mountains is from debris 
avalanche and debris flow failures. 

Seven weighting factors, each with three classes, are used to 
determine the MEHR for each analysis unit. In order of decreas- 
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mg importance, the factors are these: slope; precipitation; and- 
all least important-soil depth, subsurface drainage, soil texture. 
bedding structure, and slope configuration. MEHR slope weight- 
ing factor classes are the same as the analysis unit slope classes, 
and MEHR precipitation weighting factor classes are the same 
as the analysis unit precipitation classes. The least important 
MEHR weighting factors tend to require the most site-specific 
information. Because the analysis units do not provide this in- 
formation, all were given medium class weights. Therefore, a 
total of nine MEHRs was required to characterize natural sedi- 
ment yield in the given analysis units (three slope classes by three 
precipitation classes). 

Sediment From Management-Induced Mass Erosion 
WRENSS also provides a Management Induced Mass Erosion 

Hazard Rating (MIMEHR) system (U.S. Dep. Agric., Forest 
Setv. 1980, ch. 5). The sediment produced from management- 
induced mass erosion is difficult to quantify. As an approxi- 
mation, we simply added the numerical MIMEHR and MEHR 
values, and detem~ined the incremental sediment increase pre- 
dicted from the empirical MEHR-natural sediment yield rela- 
tionship given in the sediment yield model (Cline and others 
1981). 

Three weighting factors, each with tluee classes, are used to 
determine the management-induced hazard of debris avalanche 
and debris flow failures. In order of importance, these factors 
are (I)  rwads and skidways, (2) vegetative cover removal, and 
(3) harvest systems. The weight of each of these factors is in- 
fluenced by slope, specific nranilgement practices, and the road- 
ing-salvage decisions made for each analysis unit. For example, 
slope greatly influences impacts of high density roading in dis- 
turbed m a s .  Vegetative cover removal is determined by fire in- 
tensity and salvage decisions for a given analysis unit. Slope 
limits specific harvest systems if salvage logging takes place. 
System assumptions concerning road density, fire intensity, and 
salvage logging methods are discussed in the next section. 
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The sediment yield model considers surface erosion and sed- 
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(Cline and others 1981). The surface erosion colnponent was 
desig'ned primarily [ram research conducted on granitic soils on 
the Idaho Batholith. Basic erosion rates are associated with stan- 
dard management practices (table I). 

Basic erosion rates were modified with a geologic erosion fac- 
tor For miscellaneous hard metamorphic rocks (Cline and others 
1981). This linear multiplier is about 0.4. In other words, wc 
assumed that basic erosion rates are 40 percent of the rates on 
granitic soil. Conversely, our seditnent yield estimates can be 
niodilied Tor gtanitic soils with a multiplication faclor of 2.5. 

Additional assumptions of the sediment production model are 
these fig. 3): 

Disturbed area, road-Road density is I mi/mi2 (0.6 kmlkm') 
in areas undisturbed by fire. In disturbed areas, road density is 
2 miimi2 (1.2 km/km2). Analysis unit watersheds are 4.5 mi' 
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ment delivery. The analysis unit fire size class determines the 
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area provides the additional road length. The total road disturb- 
ance width (toe of fill to top of cut) is 50 ft (15 m). 

Mifigutimr fc~cfo~; ~und-A number of vegetative and physical 
mitigation rneasures for mad construction have erosion reduction 
percentages associated with them (Cline and others 1981). The 
maximutn allowable reduction of the basic road erosion rates is 
80 percent. We assume 80 percent reduction through a combi- 
nation o l  seed and fertilizer application, and partial road closure 
(no maintenance). 
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erosion rates increase more on steeper slopes than they do on 
gentler slopes. Standard side slope is 45 percent. The land unit 
slope factor increases or decreases the basic erosion rates pro- 
portionally by the amount they deviate From the 45 percent slope. 

The analysis unit slope classes produce adjustment factors of 0.6 
(20 pct slope), 1.5 (60 pct) and 2.6 (90 pct). 

Fire intensity factor-All fires burn with medium intensity: 
soil surface litter and humus are destroyed onj up to 40 percent 
of the area, and the A horizon is heated intensely (Clime and 
others 1981). The fire intensity factor is 0.5, in other words, the 
basic erosion rate for the standard fire is reduced by one half. 

Disturbed area, /ire and loggb~g-The analysis unit fire size 
classes determine the area disturbed by fire. If the salvage de- 
cision is made, then the same area is disturbed by logging. 

Loggirrg systeri~ farto,--If timber is salvaged on an analysis 
unit, the disturbed area is clearcut. For the 20 percent slope class, 
the standard tractor logging system is used (factor = 1.0). For 
the two steeper slope classes (60 and 90 pct), a cable logging 
system is used (factor = 0.62). 

Sediment Delivery 
Not all material detached during surface erosion is transported 

to stream channels. The amount that reaches the stream channel 
divided by the amount that was originally detached is called the 
sediment delivery ratio. Sediment delivery is a complex process 
and the sediment yield model uses the WRENSS systematic tech- 
nique for estimating delivery efficiency (U.S. Dep. Agric., For- 
est Serv. 1980, ch. 4). 

The estimation procedure detennines the relative area of a 
polygon formed as a function of eight land characteristics and 
applies this proportion to a conversion cuwe to determine sed- 
iment delivery for a slope class (fig. 4). The land characteristics 
are all site-specific, but the model assu~nptions place all analysis 
units into one of three sediment delivery classes on the basis of 
original analysis unit slope classes. 

Not all material delivered to a stseam channel is transported 
out of a watershed. Efficiency of channel delivery is a functioti 
of the drainage area (Cline and others 1981). The model assumes 
that the analysis-unit watersheds (4.5 mi2 or 11.7 km" have a 
routing coefficient of about 0.75. 

Economic Analysis 

The value of water resources after fire was determined by sub- 
tracting present net value of the resource with fil-e from present 
net value without fire: 

NVC = PNV,/, - PNV,,. (1) 
where 

NVC = net value change per acre burned 
PNV,, = present net value of all future revenues in the 

"without-fire" situation 
PNV, = present net value of all future revenues in the 

"with-fire" situation 
The general form of equation 1 can be expanded to its compu- 
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ificity is a dimensionless variable that expresses relative site specificity 
of a given analysis unit. Variables are discussed in greater detail in the 
WRENSS documentation (U.S. Dep. Agric., Forest Serv. 1980). 



where 
P = per unit value (of water or sediment), measured 

in 1982 dollars 
Q,,,, = yield (of water or sediment) per acre.without fire 

in yearn 
Q,,, = yield (of water or sediment) per acre with fire in 

year n 
i = discount rate 

n = year of transaction 
y = number of years in postfire time stream. 

We assumed that differences in management costs between with- 
fire and without-fire regimes are negligible, and that all physical 
effects of fire are negligible beyond 25 years for water yield and 
5 years for sediment yield. Discount rates of 4 and 10 percent 
were used in this analysis. The USDA Forest Service currently 
uses a 4 percent rate in land management planning, and the fed- 
eral Office of Management and Budget (1972) recommends a 10 
percent rate. Net value change was calculated with SASSY, an 
investment analysis computer package (Cofolth and Mills 1975). 
SASSY performs the calculation in equation 2, given the rot- 
lowing inputs: the timing or investment year of with-fire and 
without-fire water or sediment yields, the yield amount (acre-fti. 
acre for water, tons/mi2 for sediment), price per unit, and dis- 
count rate. 

The per-unit value of water was based on the value calculated 
for Forest Service Region I in the I985 draft Resources Planning 
Act (RPA) Program, $13.50 (1982 dollars) per acre-root of added 
water yield. The value of water is assumed to be equal to the 
marginal utility of the last increment of water in the lowest value 
consumptive use, which is irrigation. Water is used for irl.igation 
only after higher value needs a]-e nmt. Water benefit values are 
those used in RPA (Flank and Beattie 1979). The marginal prod- 
uct of the water input was calculated frotom estin~atcd agriculturi~l 
production functions, but estimated valuc of rcturn How and 
reusc were not included (Frank and Beattie 1979). The use of 
RPA values for the valuation of water yield is currently mandated 
for land management planning on all National Forests. 

Water values can be determined by using ctiteria other than 
the lowest value consumptive use, such as the value of added 
water for the production of electricity (Vaux and Pour-Sanaie 
1983). Water yield values for nine National Forests in the Co- 
lumbia River Basin were weighted by forest acreage to produce 
an average value for the basin. Values ranged frotn $8.58 to 
$53.68 per act*-ft, with a weighted average value of $31.84 
(1980 dollars). Use of this average value obviously would pro- 
duce much higher estimates of econolnic change in water yield 
than would the marginal value. 

Water value can also be calculated as the sum of the values 
for multiple uses. For example, the same increment of water can 
be used for irrigation, hydroelectlic power generation, and mu- 
nicipal consumption. In addition, the use of water for agricultu~~ 
depends on whether water can be made available for irrigation 
at times when it is needed. Although water surpluses are nor- 
mally greatest in spring, demand for irrigation is usually greatest 
in late summer. Availability throughout the year often depends. 

on storage capacity in reservoirs. The value of water is closely 
related to the actual demand for its use; this demand may vary. 

Several methods can be used to calculate water value. Al- 
though we used RPA water values, the net value changes can be 
adjusted with an appropriate multiplier if a different water yield 
value is used. 

The best per-unit values available for sediment production are 
estimates from the 1985 draft RPA Program. Sediment effects 
were tied to the direct impact on other resources or facilities 
(e.g., reservoirs) through damages and opportunity costs. Sev- 
eral studies and reports from different areas in the northern 
Rocky Mountains were categorized and weighted by kinds of 
impacts and land area involved. 

The RPA value or $7 per thousand tons for Forest Service 
Region 1 was used to calculate NVC in equation 2; only the 
increase in sediment caused by fire was included. An increase 
in sediment production after a postfire salvage logging operation 
was attributed to fire, but sediment production due to an existing 
road system was not. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Estimates of Postfire Water Yield 

We estirnated postfire water yield for 18 analysis units (table 
2 )  us ing  t h e  compute r i zed  vers ion o f  W R E N S S ,  
WSDU"'WATER.WET. Co~nplete nlodel documentation and 
sensitivity analysis are available (Williams and Daddow 1984). 

Results are given for a Douglas-fir cover type. With the ex- 
ception of lodgepole pine, all cover types yield similar evapo- 
transpiration modifier coefficients for the three basal area loss 
classes; therefore, postfire water yield increases will be similar. 
If estimates for a lodgepole pine cover type are desired, reduce 
the water yield increases (mble 2) by about 20 percent. 

The general seasonal distribution of annual precipitation used 
in this analysis was 40 percent winter, 40 percent spring, and 20 
percent summer-fall. Winter precipitation conhibutcd most to 
total water yield (Williams and Daddow 1984). The assumed 
distribution should provide valid results for most of the northern 
Rocky Mountains. 

Basal area loss was the most important analysis unit parameter 
that affected water yield because it determines postfire evapo- 
transpiration of a forest stand. The greater the basal area loss, 
the greater was the relative increase in water yield (table 2) .  

i 
Water yield increased over natural yield only if fire or salvage 
logging or both removed greater than 50 percent of stand basal 
area. Increasing basal area loss from 90 to 100 percent produced 
an incremental increase in water yield almost as large as the dif- 
ference between water yield for 50 and 90 percent Losses. 

Water Yield Model 

WRENSS (U.S Dep. Agric., Forest Sew. 1980) procedures 
use two different computer models: PROSPER in rain-domi- 
nated hydrologic regimes (below 4000 feet in the northern Rocky 
Mountains) (Goldstein and others 1974); and WATBAL in 
snow-dominated regimes (Leaf and Brink 1973a. 1973b). Be- 
cause PROSPER has not been used extensively or validated in 
the northern Rocky Mountains, we used procedures from WAT- 
BAL only. 

WATBAL was intended to be a site-specific model, but geo- 
graphic regional coefficients and modifiers "will yield reasonable 
results which are applicable in the respective regions" (U.S. Dep. 
Agric., Forest Sew. 1980, p. 111. 26). The following conventions 
and definitions were assumed for WATBAL m. I): 

Corrditior~ atid silvicr~lt~iral state-The model first estimates 
existing water yield from the burned area. All analysis units are 
assumed to be previously undisturbed and exhibit complete hy- 
drologic utilization. 

Energy aspect-Primary aspects considered are north, south, 
and east-west. While evapotranspiration rates are usually higher 
on west aspects than on east aspects because of greater afternoon 
vapor pressure deficits, the potential shortwave radiation loads 
are the same. These primary aspects are the same as the analysis 
unit classes listed on page 2. 

Silviculrriral pr-escriptiori-Each fire size is assumed to rep- 
resent a unifol~n subwatershed. Changes in water yield are de- 
termined for only the disturbed area. Analysis unit basal area loss 
and salvage decision rules define the silvicultural prescription. 

Seuson-Three predisturbance and postdisturbance hydro- 
logic seasons are used to estimate seasonal evapotranspiration 
and runoff: winter (October I-February 28). spring (March 1- 
June 30). and summer-fall (July ]-September 30). 

Precil~itutio~t-Only two of the analysis unit precipitation 
classes are used in the water yield analysis (30 and 45 inches). 
A generalized monthly distribution of total annual precipitation 
in the northern Rockies was used to form the seasons described 
above. With this distribution, even total vegetation removal 
would not produce significant surplus water for runoff unless an- 
nual precipitation was greater than about 20 inches (508 mm). 
WATBAL assumes that large openings are absent in undisturbed 
stands, and that snow received in the northem Rockies-pmic- 
ularly west of the Continental Divide-is unlikely to undergo 
significant redistribution when disturbance creates openings in a 
stand. Precipitation is not adjusted in either case. 

EvapomnspiratiorI-Seasonal evapotranspiration is deter- 
mined from seasonal precipitation using the regional relation- 
ships provided in WRENSS. 

Cover dcrisity and evapotmns~~irutio~i 1?100$er coejjcie~~fs- 
Cover density is defined by an index that references thecapability 
of the stand to use energy input for evapotranspiration. This ca- 
pability varies as a function of crown closure, vertical foliage 
distribution, species, and stocking. WATBAL assumes that ex- 
isting cover density in the undisturbed state is maximum cover 
density, and that hydrologic utilization is complete. Basal area 
loss in each analysis unit is related to residual cover density using 
regional relationships provided in WRENSS. The ratio of resid- 
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Figure2-Sediment yield at acritical reach of a stream hasseveral com- 
ponents. 

ual cover density to maximum cover density by season, eleva- 
tion, and aspect dete~mines the evapoWanspiration modifier 
coefficient using regional relationships provided in WRENSS. 
Adjusted seasonal evapotranspiration is subtracted from seasonal 
precipitation to determine the seasonal water available for 
streamflow. Seasonal increases or decreases are summed to pro- 
vide the estimate of net water yield change from the disturbed 
area after fire. WATBAL assumes that hydrologic recovery, that 
is, return to complete hydrologic utilization, occurs exponen- 
tially with time over a 25-year period. 

Sediment Yield Model 

The sediment yield model used in Forest Service's Northem 
(R-I) and Intermountain (R-4) Regions (Cline and others 1981, 
p. 1) is a 'konceptual framework which outlines a process and 
is designed to be supplemented by local data. . . . "Its limitations 
and assumptions are clearly documented. At its current state of 
validation, the model can be used as a planning tool to compare 
land management alternatives. 

The sediment yield model estimates four major components: 
( I )  natural sediment yield, (2) sediment from mansgement-in- 
duced mass erosion, (3) sediment froin management-induced 
surface erosion, and (4) sediment delivery (Fg. 2). 

Natural Sediment Yield 
The sediment yield model allows the user to supply estimates 

of natural sediment yield, if available. An alternative procedure 
empirically relates natural sediment yield to a calculated Mass 
Erosion Hazard Rating (MEHR) (U.S. Dep. Agric., Forest Sew. 
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Figure 1-WATBAL is a complex model that simulates water available 
for streamflow in snow-dominated hydrologic regimes. Snow retention 
coefficients are from WRENSS documentation (U.S. Dep. Agric., Forest 
Serv. 1980). 

cases or at~alysis units in terms of watershed characteristics, fire 
damage, and management decisions: 

m r  
Slope, percent 

Aspect 

Covcr type 

Cover type age class 

Annual precipitation, inches (cm) 

Fire size, acres (ha) 

Basal ares loss, percent 

Roads 

Sslvagc lagging 

60 
90 

Nonh 
South 
East, west 
Douglas-fir 
Ponderosa pine 
Westem white pine 
Fir-spmce 
Hcmlack-Sitka 

spruce 
Larch 
Lodgepole pine 
Sawtimbcr 
Pale 
Seedlingisupling 

15 (38) 
30 (76) 
45 (114) 

50 
90 

100 
Present 
Absent 
Yes 
No 

Three slope classes describe gentle, moderate, and steep 
slopes, because the models require aspecific value for each class. 
Three aspect classes are used: north aspects have low evapo- 
transpiration rates, south aspects have high rates, and east and 
west aspects are combined because they have similar interme- 
diate rates. The seven major timber cover types identified in the 
northem Rocky Mountains are used in the 111odel (Garrison and 
others 1977; U.S. Dep. Agric., Forest Sew. 1967). The cover 
type age class system is that used by the Forest Sewice. Precip- 
itation is an input parameter because of its importance in deter- 
mining water yield. Annual precipitation varies considerably by 
elevation and latitude in the northern Rocky Mountains, and can 
be correlated with these two factors in the context of land man- 
agement planning. Values chosen for classes of annual precip- 
itation generally are representative of precipitation received at 
3000, 4500, and 6000 feet (910, 1360, and 1820 111) elevation 
in the northem Rocky Mountains. The values that represent three 
fire size classes are means within the fire size classes 0-99, 100- 
999, and 1000+ acres (0-41, 42-416, and 417+ ha) for the 
northem Rocky Mountains during 1970 to 1981 (Branen 1983). 
Roads and salvage logging can affect the quantity of postfire sed- 
iment production; assumptions related to the effect of road den- 
sity and salvage logging are discussed in the section on sediment 
yield. The many other assumptions and decision rules required 
in the watershed models are discussed in the following sections 
on the water yield and sediment yield models. 

Table 2-E.srirnuled ,rattrrul ixarer yicld. rrrtd rornl itrcrecrses irt t$,oter yield I ar8rl25 yenrs 
[(rerjire, by rrna!pris nnir. rzorrllent Rock? More~nr i ,~ .~  

Analysis 
unit - 

90 2.296 0.170 7 1.428 
100 2.296 0.292 13 2.456 

South 50 2.104 0.097 5 0.821 
90 2.104 0.217 I0 1.822 

The largest increase in water yield was calculated for analysis 
unit 12, a site with high precipitation, north aspect, and 100 per- 
cent of basal area removed (table 2). Analysis units with high 
precipitation had higher water yields than did their low precip- 
itation countetparts. Analysis units with north aspects had higher 
water yields than did units on south and east-west aspects for a 
given precipitation class and basal area loss. 

Analysis unit parameters 

Possible Adjustments 
Annual precipitation in the northem Rocky Mountains varies 

with latitude and elevation. The water yield estimates (table 2) 
are generally representative of mid-elevation and higher eleva- 
tion timber harvest zones. However, water yield estimates !nay 
be needed for other precipitation levels. The model estimates 
water yield increases that are nearly linear with precipitation in- 
creases above a minimum level of precipitation (Williams and 
Daddow 1984). Therefore, natural water yield estimates (table 
2) may be adjusted by approximately 0.4 acre-Ft per 5-inch pre- 
cipitation increment. 

Adjusting postfire increases in water yield to a different pre- 
cipitation class is difficult due to nonlinear functions used in the 
model. However, increases in first-year postfire percentage are 
reasonably consistent in given aspect and basal area loss classes. 
Water yield increases for a different precipitation class can be 
approximated by sitnply multiplying an adjtfsted natural water 
yield by the appropriate (basal area loss and aspect class) per- 
centage increase (table 2). 

Total 25-year water yield increases are determined by inte- 
grating an exponential function over a 25-year recovely period. 
A simple algorithm multiplies the first-year postfire increase by 
8.0. Acljrrsted total 25-year water yield may be determined in a 

itrclzcs pcr onr$~/or?r prr rrrrelf,/ocrc 
30 Nonh 50 1.420 0.015 1 0.126 

90 1.420 0.140 10 1.250 
100 1.420 0.267 19 2.241 

East-west 50 1.218 0.047 4 0.393 
90 1.218 0.143 12 1.204 

100 1.218 0.247 20 2.073 
South 50 0.986 0.087 9 0.729 

90 0.986 0.187 19 1.365 
100 0.986 0.287 29 2.409 

45 North 50 2.497 0.045 2 0.378 
90 2.497 0.212 8 1.781 

100 2.497 0.372 15 3.075 
East-west 50 2.296 0.053 2 0.450 

Annual 
piccipitation 

Water yicld 

similar manner by multiplying adjusted first-year postfire in- 
crease by 8.0. 

Neerai 

Total Yield Increases 
The water yield estimates (table 2) are independent of fire size 

class. To estimate total water yield increases, multiply the water 
yields (table 2) by the fire size. We did not use the model to 
predict changes in peak discharge or the timing of peak dis- 
charge. 

Aspect 

Estimates of Posffire Sediment Yield 

Basal 
area 
loss 

I-year 
increase 
postlire 

We estimated sediment yield I year after fire for 81 analysis 
units (3 precipitation classes by 3 slope classes by 3 fire-size 
classes by 3 road-salvage decisions) with WATSIM, a comput- 
erized version of the sediment yield model (Zuuring and Potts, 
1985) (table 3). 

F i e  had a relatively small effect on sediment production in 
most analysis units. Only those analysis units with the largest 
fire size class had relatively large increases in sediment. Salvage 
logging had its greatest effect on the largest fire sizeclass as well, 
but produced relatively small increaqes for all analysis units. Nat- 
ural sediment yield was greater than management-induced sed- 
iment yield (fire plus roads plus logging) in 60 of the 81 analysis 
units (table 3). 

The largest absolute increase in sediment production was cal- 
culated for analysis unit 81, a roaded site with high precipitation, 
90 percent slope, a 2800-acre fire, and salvage logging. The es- 
timated sediment yield of 181.2 tons1mi2lyr is still relatively 
small and decreases rapidly over time. The largest relative in- 

Total 25-ycar 
increase ia 

water yield 





sitespecific water and sediment yield models were adapted to 
meet broad resolution planning objectives. 

In a study of fire-induced changes in watersheds in the north- 
ern Rocky Mountains, two simulation nnodels were applied. Pro- 
cedures from Water Resources Evaluation of Nonpoint 
Silvicultural Sources (WRENSS) estimated water yield, and a 
closely related model estimated four major components of sed- 
iment yield-natural sediment, sedi~nent from nianagement- 
induced Inass erosion, sediment from management-induced sur- 
face erosion, and sedi~iient delivery. Computerized versions of 
the models were used to estimate postfire water yield for 18 pos- 
sible management cases and poslfire sediment yield for 81 cases. 
Net value change of water resources was calculated with in- 
vestment analysis. 

Water yield was most affected by basal m a  loss; the greater 
the loss, the greater the relative increase in water yield. Water 
yield increased over natuml yield, however, only if fire or sal- 
vage logging or both removed greater than 50 percent of stand 
basal area. 

F i e  hod a relatively small effect on sediment production in 
most cases. Increases were relatively large only for fires with 
large areas. Natural sediment yield increased ~nnore than did man- 
agement-induced sediment yield. Postfire sediment increases 
were severe only on sites with steep slopes and large fires. 

Increased water yields resulted in a beneficial net value change 
for all cases. Benefits were substantial (up to $33.42 per acre or 
$80.21 per hectare) in some cases and were less than $5 per acre 
($12 per hectare) oiily in some cases with 50 percent basal area 
loss. Net value change was increasingly negative as basal area 
loss increased. Net value change for sediment yield was detri- 
mental for all cases, but was always less than $.01 per acre 6 0 2  
per hectare). 

Table 3-Esri,,cared sediment yield I year aflerfirr by a,zolysis anir, slto,vbig separate co,,rribstio,zs f r m  j r e ,  roorls, and salvage' logg6rg. rrortl~rr~ Rocky 
Moa,,rai?~s- ro,tri,zued 

IN BRIEF. . . 
Yes No 22.4 3.2 12.8 0 16.0 38.4 7 1 
Yes Yes 22.4 3.2 12.8 1.3 17.3 39.7 77 

Analysis 
unit 

2800 No 
Yes 
Yes 

90 30 No 
Yes 
Yes 

380 No 
Yes 
Yes 

2800 No 
Yes 
Yes 

45 20 30 No 
Yes 
Yes 

380 No 
Yes 
Yes 

2800 No 
Yes 
Yes 

60 30 No 
Yes 
Yes 

380 No 
Yes 
Yes 

2800 No 

i,,cl,cs PC1 ncrc.7 1 ~ 1 1 ~ l l l l i ~ l ~ ) .  PC[ 

Sediment yield' 

Yes 22.4 30.7 12.8 
No 53.8 .6 0 

Analysis unit parameters 

Potts, Donald E; Peterson, David L.; Zuuring, Hans R. Wa- 
tershed modeling for fire management planning in the 
northern Rocky Mountains. Res. Paper PSW-177. Berke- 
ley, CA: Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Sta- 
tion, Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture; 1985. 
I1 p. 

(6) 

Natural 

No 53.8 .6 17.3 
Yes 53.8 .6 17.3 
No 53.8 8.3 0 
No 53.8 8.3 17.3 
Yes 53.8 8.3 17.3 
No 53.8 73.0 0 
No 53.8 73.0 17.3 
Yes 53.8 73.0 17.3 
No 17.9 -- 0 
No 17.9 -- 8.3 
Yes 17.9 -- 8.3 
No 17.9 .6 0 
No 17.9 .6 8.3 
Yes 17.9 6 8.3 
No 17.9 8.3 0 
No 17.9 8.3 8.3 
Yes 17.9 8.3 8.3 
No 35.6 .6 0 
No Yes 35.6 35.6 .6 12.8 

.6 12.8 
No 35.6 3.2 0 
No 35.6 3.2 12.8 
Yes 35.6 3.2 12.8 
No 35.6 30.7 0 

(10) 
Managemenl 

induced 

(5) 
Salvage 
lagging 

(1) 
Annual 

precipitation 

R c r ~ i e v a l  T c ~ r n s :  fire effects, net value change, sediment, water 
yield, watershed models 

(7) 

Fire 

Water yield and sediment production almost always increase 
after wildfire has destroyed vegetative cover. The value of water 
generally is not as much appreciated in the water-rich nosthem 
Rocky Mountains as it is elsewhere. Increased watel- yield be- 
comes economically beneficial, however, when its potential for 
consuniptive and nonconsumptive uses is realized. Whether the 
effects of increased sedilinentation ate esthetic, biological, phys- 
ical, or economic, they are usually detrimental. 

Fire management programs lor the National Forests are rc- 
quired to be an integral part of land lnianagement planning. Man- 
agers must be able to estimate postfire changes in resource 
outputs and values within the context of a plticular fire man- 
agement program. The quantity of additional water and sediment 
prodi~ced is a function of fire characteristics and site-specific fac- 
tors: vegetation, climate, and physical characteristics. Planning, 
however, requires a broad resolution analysis system. Therefore, 

( I  1) 

Tdial 

(21 

Slope 

(12) 
Increase 

over 
natural 

(8) 

Roads 

Yes Yes 76.2 .6 17.3 .. 17.9 94.1 23 
380 No No 76.2 8.3 0 0 8.3 84.5 I I 

Yes No 76.2 8.3 17.3 0 25.6 101.8 33 
Yes Ycs 76.2 8.3 17.3 1.3 26.9 103.1 35 

2800 No No 76.2 73.0 0 0 73.0 149.2 96 
Yes No 76.2 73.0 17.3 0 90.3 166.5 119 
Yes Yes 76.2 73.0 17.3 14.7 105.0 181.2 138 

(9) 

Logging 

(3) 
Fire 
size 

7 1 
72 
73 
74 

them (Cline 1982). Simple multiplication can be used to adjust 
the management-induced sediment ( f a b l e  3) for other rock types. 
To adjust the prediction to hard sedimentary rocks, multiply by 
1.25; to soft sedinnentary rock or schist, multiply by 1.75; to 
granitics, multiply by 2.5. 

(4) 

Roads 

Yes No 35.6 30.7 12.8 0 43.5 79.1 122 
Yes Yes 35.6 30.7 12.8 11.5 55.0 90.6 154 

90 30 No No 76.2 .6 0 0 .6 76.8 I 
Yes No 76.2 .6 17.3 0 17.9 94.1 23 

Net Value Change of Water Resources 

Increased water yields resulted in a beneficial (negative) net 
value change for all analysis units ( tab le  4). Net value change 
was proportional to the physical change in water yield ( f a b l e  2). 
Benefits were substantial in some cases, and were less than $5 
per acre only in some analysis units with 50 percent basal area 
loss. The largest increase in value was $33.42 per acre (at a 4 
percent discount rate) for an analysis unit with high rainfall, north 
aspect, and 100 percent basal area loss. The most important trend 
was that net value change was increasingly negative as basal area 

Total Yield Increases 
Adding the adjisred management induced sediment to the nat- 

ural sediment (column 10 plus column 6, t a b l e  3) provides an 
adjlrsted total (column I I) that would then provide an adjusted 
increase over natural sediment yield (column 12). 



Toblc 4-Ner valtle chnngr ofposljire ivarrryieMby ao,talysis rulir, ~rorrizen, Rocky of timber due to fire. Increased water yield in unroaded or wil- 
Moe,!rairts demess areas can result in substantial economic benefits because 

Analysis unit parameters / Net no commercial timber is lost. 

0 30 Nonh 50 - 1.37 
2 90 - 13.34 - 10.27 CONCLUSIONS 

Analysis 
unit 

loss increased (table 4). The magnitude of the change in NVC 
between 50 and 90 percent basal area loss for a given precipi- 
tation class and aspect was similar to that between 90 and 100 
percent basal area loss. Net value increased more than $20 per 
acre (at a 4 percent discount rate) for all analysis units with 100 
percent basal area loss. 

Net value change for sedinient production was detri~ncntal 
(positive) for all analysis units but was always less than $.01 per 
acre, because the per-unit value of sediment is so low ($7 per 
thousand tons). Net value changes for fire-caused sediment pro- 
duction are not included because of these extremely snrall value 
changes. 

The economic impact of increased sediment production after 
fire is small, even if the fire is large and severe and includes 
salvage logging. Net value change caused by increased sediment 
is insignificant compared with that caused by increased water 
yield. Small increases in postfire sediment production may have 
some local impacts, such as temporary damage to fish habitat. 
Although this kind of damage is poorly quantified and difficult 
to assess with an economic analysis, minimization of damage to 
fish habitat by sediment may have a greater influence on man- 
agement decisions in some cases than do economic criteria. Rel- 
ative increases in sediment production (table 3) may be used to 
assist in these management decisions. 

Fires that are severe enough to kill at least half of the basal 
area in a stand can cause substantial increases in water yield 
(table 2) and some relatively large beneficial net value changes 
(tnble 4). A postfire management decision to remove additional 
timber in a salvage logging operation results in an even greater 
net value change. Increased water yield in areas used for com- 
mercial timber production can offset possible losses in the value 

itrchrs IICI 1982 ~Iol1~1r.s 

Annual 
precipitation 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
I I 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

An analytical system can be used to estimate nonsite-specific 
postfire changes in water resource outputs at a broad level of 
resolution appropriate for planning. We used well-documented, 
state-of-the-art procedures to estimate these changes rather than 
develop a new untested system. Greater confidence in estimates 
can be obtained only with a case-by-case analysis. We have also 
indicated possible adjustments to our estimates that would permit 
a greater level of site specificity. The water and sediment yield 
models are both readily available and can be used directly if 
greater resolution is necessary. 

Water yield increases after fire are affected greatly by the 
amount of basal area killed by fire and removed by salvage log- 
ging. This increase is greatest in the year immediately after fire 
and decreases exponentially during a 25-year postfire period. 
This increase can be up to 0.4 acre-ftlacre in the first year after 
fire and 3.1 acre-ftlacre for the 25-year period (tnble 2). 

Fire had a relatively small effect on sediment production, even 
if there was a postfire timber harvest. The increase in sediment 
was greatest in the year after the fire and decreased during a 5- 
year postfire period. Maximum sediment production in absolute 
terms was only 181 ton~/mi'/~r (428 tonnes/km2/yr), although 
increase over natural yield was as high as 284 percent. The great- 
est increases in sediment yield were calculated for analysis units 
with steep slopes and large fires. 

The economic benefits of increased water yield are directly 
proportional to the quantity of water produced. Although water 
is not valued as highly in the northem Rocky Mountains as it is 
in other regions of the country, estimated postfire net value 
change was as high as $33 per acre. This benefit of fire should 
be considered with benefits and losses for other resources in cal- 
culating total net value change for various fire management sit- 
uations. Increased sediment production is detrimental but the 
predicted loss of net value is small. The net value change esti- 
mates in this paper allow resource managers to mnke decisions 
on the basis of economic criteria. Environmental impacts such 
as damage to fish habitat From sediment may outweigh economic 
considerations in some cases. Estimates of sediment production 
reported here can be used to make decisions based on physical 
output changes. 

We recommend using estimates reported in this paper for plan- 
ning and other broad resolution applications only. The estimates 
may have some value for postfire impact assessment and escaped 
fire situation analyses, but should be used cautiously for such 
site-specific purposes. Users should be aware of the basic struc- 
ture and assumptions of the water and sediment yield models 
before applying these estimates to any management situation. 

100 -23.98 - 18.49 
Easl-wcrt 50 - 10.14 -4.84 

90 - 12.79 -9.88 
100 -22.12 - 17.06 

South 50 -7.89 -6.07 
90 - 16.84 - 12.97 

100 -25.86 - 19.93 
45 Nonh 50 -4.04 -3.12 

90 - 19.04 - 14.68 
I00 -33.42 -25.76 

East-west 50 -4.79 -3.70 
90 - 15.21 -11.74 

100 -26.25 -20.23 
South 50 -8.71 -6.71 

90 - 19.43 - 14.99 
100 -29.34 -22.62 

Watershed Mode 
for Fire Management 

Aspect 

'Negative net value change indicates an increase (bcncfil) in postfire water 
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